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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

This chapter presents conclusion and Suggestion. The conclusion is the

result of the research which is discussed in the previous chapter and the

Suggestion is related to the development media for English vocabulary test for the

5th grade students of MI Ma’arif Sidomukti.

5. 1 Conclusion

Based on the result of development on the fourth chapter, it can be

concluded as follows:

The result of need analysis showed that the students felt bored with the

way of giving vocabulary test before and the teacher asked to the researcher help

him. So, the researcher conducted her knowledge in D 1 Computer that was

developed media for vocabulary test fifth grade at MI Ma’arif Sidomukti. In

order, the student’s awareness to test their vocabulary could be increase. Because

the vocabulary test using Computer Assisted Language Learning media especially

in J-Quiz and J-Match were appropriate and interesting program.

The conclusion of this study that Hot Potatoes (J-Quiz and J-Match)

succeed to motivate the student’s awareness in vocabulary test. It proofed by the

result of student’s questionnaire after try out showed that the students satisfied

and happy after doing vocabulary test using by Hot Potatoes (J-Quiz and J-Match)

than before test.
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5.2 Suggestion

Based on this research, the researcher would like to give some suggestions

for:

1. Teacher: Especially for the English teacher at MI Ma’arif sidomukti and

other teachers in Elementary School level should have innovation and

creativity in teaching and learning process also in assessment. The researcher

suggests Hot Potatoes software (J-Quiz and J-Match) as media for vocabulary

test. The advantage of this media can motivate the student’s awareness in

vocabulary test and easier the teacher giving vocabulary test to the students

without waste papers.

2. Students: The students are also expected to concentrate and motivate on the

vocabulary test. They could do vocabulary test using Hot Potatoes (J-Quiz

and J-Match) individually or classically using computer media on the school

or their home. Because the form of the product was in CD-ROM which could

share easily to others. It make easier to the students knowing their ability in

English vocabulary.

3. Researcher: This study is not complete yet, but the researcher hopes this

study can hold up the previous study on errors that maybe used as

consideration for assessment process in the future. The other researcher who

interested in developing test can use this research as reference to continuous

the study become perfect study.


